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Abstract  

The Telemetry Data Center (TDC) at White Sands Missile Range (WSMR), New Mexico 
recently targeted analog best source selectors for replacement along with their associ-
ated signal handling equipments.  The commercial selectors available offered no better 
performance, so TDC engineers circulated a "White Paper" on real time correlation 
based compositing.  Within two years a Correlating Source Selector (CSS) was fielded 
successfully.  The CSS’s bridging feature unexpectedly opened the door to a ubiqituous 
software decommutator (decom) that has catalyzed a complete “make-over” of the en-
tire TDC architecture.

Hardware and software interaction in a decom is different with the CSS.  While perform-
ing its correlation tasks the CSS is able to provide raw data over TCP/IP directly to the 
end application.  The CSS places the data in computer friendly frame aligned form and 
the decommutation may be performed in software.  The converse  is similarly simple, a 
data file maybe transferred to the CSS for commutation into PCM.

This white paper describes the morphing of software decommutation into a commodity, 
integrated into each end device, be it graphics display, Disk or Chart recorder.   The re-
sult is an interesting consolidation that spawns a new functionally integrated Telemetry 
Data Center ( iTDC).  This integrated Display Decom (iDD) concept has been demon-
strated on Apple G5 RISC computers.

Background

Traditionally, decommutation is performed solely by equipment and/or software ex-
pressly dedicated to this task.  Telemetry signals are relayed from Multiple system ac-
quisition sites to the TDC.  At the TDC a Correlating Source Selector (CSS), recovers a 
best source composite from up to eight acquisition sites.  Sites are stationed over the 
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range to provide diverse geometric coverage.  The CSS resolves the arrival time differ-
ences of each source and applies a majority vote algorithm (when 3 or more stations 
are used) which reduces errors due to noise or antenna pattern characteristics.  Bit Er-
ror Rate Test measurements show a three decade (3 dB) improvement in system noise 
performance when five stations are processed.   The Telemetry Data Center at White 
Sands Missile Range has used this model effectively.  Figure 1, a simplified diagram of 
a single processing system is shown on the following page.  The traditional system 
components are depicted in darker gray, there are three in the TDC.  The Software De-
com is depicted in light gray exists in one of the three systems.
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Figure 1 - Telemetry Processing System with software Decom

Experimenting with Soft Decoms

Software decommutation is routinely performed during post test data reduction on a 
dated workstation.  The data reduction software was recently recompiled to run on a G5 
and the program reduced over a minute of flight data in two seconds, certainly fast 
enough to execute in real time.  A real time implementation of the G5 running a real time 
software decom required a TCP/IP interface to the CSS and time tagging.  Months later 
a test requirement with a high data rate and complex multiplexing would exceed  the 
OS-90 capacity, and it was decided to support the new program by processing the com-
plex multiplexes in parallel on G5 computers.  The OS-90 would process the traditional 
synchronous analog parameters.  Testing with this system has been favorable, although 
a few anomalies have been observed that indicate the OS-90 operational margin is less 
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than robust.  As a contingency the G5 will also be tasked to process the analog parame-
ters and re-introduce the this data to the OS-90.  This is needed to access the digital to 
analog converters (DACs) that drive the analog strip chart recorders.  Recent Strip 
Chart technology maybe driven directly over TCP/IP by the Software decom.

High Performance Displays / Velocityless Strip Charting

Since the code for the Software Decom/Simulator is not complex it was readily devel-
oped in-house.  The Soft Decom code is quite small, this example is application spe-
cific, but the code is small because a software decom is just not that complex.  The soft 
decom reduces to array indexing, refer to Figure 2.  The code fragment uses a small 
table containing the indices for a Current Value Table (CVT) array and the associated 
frame locations placed in the data index array.  These simple lines make up the core of 
a powerful and elegant decom, that maybe dynamically created to address as many 
embedded or derivative streams as needed.  Naturally, the decom design may address 
scaling in the same manner.  The entire process lends itself to vectorization, making use 
of the G5’s vector processor, though the performance has been satisfactory sans the 
vector processor.

for( i=0; i < n; i++ )
{
     CVT[i] = uframe.buff16.minor_frame_16bit[data_index[i]];
}

Figure 2 - Software Decommutator written in C. 

Integrated Decom Display (iDD)

So, why not put the code in the terminal device itself, be it chart recording, graphics dis-
plays, data driven modeling or a data bridge.  A chart recorder integrated with an on-
board soft decom offers bold functionality.  For example, in the typical modern chart re-
corder the label that identifies a trace is only a label.  In an integrated display, clicking 
on the label might produce a drop down menu that lists every parameter in the decom 
data base.  Selecting a different parameter not only changes the label but alters the de-
com so that the actual parameter is now rendered on that trace.  Loss of frame syn-
chronization could now be represented as a change in background color or grid color.  
An event could be presented as a line across the traces with the parameter name label.

A preliminary prototype of the integrated Decom Display (iDD) was developed at White 
Sands.  In this prototype a  chart graphic was generated with a G5 with an Apple Cin-
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ema Display.  The strip chart object was given translucency and an attitude model was 
presented on a layer below the strip chart.  Streamed video may be rendered on the 
same layer instead of, or concurrently with the attitude model.   The large display affords 
a significant display period and reduces the dependance on paper, in real time.  In the 
applications that do not require real time charting at speeds above 5 mm/sec, a color 
roll printer will do the job.  Such printers will provide much better post-test data prod-
ucts.  The printer is not velocity driven as are the chart recorders, hence the precision of 
the printer is better than that of a chart mechanism.  Chart records may be placed next 
to each other and time lines can be expected to line up.  Additionally color printer vari-
ants of the chart recorder need not suffer the limitations of pen driven paradigms used 
in modern chart recorders.  Ideally there are no limitations to the numbers of parameters 
to be charted, even on one trace, nor is one constrained to a line plot.  Contour or den-
sity plotting as well as waterfall plots allow data such as Video Doppler to be be plotted 
along with any traditional analog or event parameters.  Snapshots of the attitude model 
(or streamed video) could be rendered as well, triggered by any event or the operator as 
required.  Traditional postscript printing may be used to reproduce the charts or produce 
Portable Document Files (PDF) for electronic distribution.  The traditional chart recorder 
would still serve the higher speed real time requirements.  Figure 3 shown following is a 
screen capture from the integrated Decom Display.  The line plot depicts the samples of 
a canned sine wave, with that same data used to move the attitude model in pitch.

Figure 3 - Integrated Decom/Display
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System Shortcomings

The TDC’s most striking shortcoming is the lack of integration.  Several subsystems as 
shown in Figure 1, are used to perform the TDC tasks.  Every new application requires 
a large (database and display) programing effort.  A lesser effort is needed to program 
the CSS and recording units.  Even though much of the information is common there is 
essentially no exchange of information between any of these subsystems other than 
that done by the programers themselves.  Over half of the effort required to support a 
mission is programing.  Telemeter designers seem to find ever more complex ways to 
multiplex data, which in turn requires even more programing to decommutate.  The 
temporal uniformity of PCM was sacrificed with hardly an objection, a moot point per-
haps, since file based data formats have all but taken over.

Comprehensive diagnostics and simulation are another serious shortcoming of most 
systems.  The value of good diagnostics and simulations are recognized, but are gener-
ated on different equipments that require nearly the same effort to program, because  
again, the integration is poor.  Building a commutator or simulator is only a little harder 
than building a decom.  Building the simulator along with building the decom makes 
much sense,since the commutator portion of the simulator is the converse of the decom 
design, only the signal library and sequencer need be added.  There is no other  practi-
cal path to building worthwhile simulations and diagnostics. This integration issue, is so 
profound, that the TDC has been reluctant to replace the OS-90 with any of the current 
commercial systems.  An ideal system would not require any programing for either the 
parameter database or the display systems.
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Figure 4 - Systems Supervisor Display

Operational integration can be enhanced with a soft decom.  Obviously the decom may 
report status to the controller application depicted in figure 4.  Why not have some sta-
tistics gathering so that the decom can measure PRN error rates itself or be able to 
evaluate a canned PCM simulations.  The smart decom becomes a powerful diagnostic 
tool and the last word in quality control.  The control computer queries the status of 
each decom assigned.  Each decom is depicted as a bar with its identification and 
status color, typically green means synchronized/red means search.  Any statistics the 
decom may deliver, such as time in synch, or PRN errors observed during BER testing 
may be displayed and logged.  The controller may also command the soft decom or 
simulator load an appropriate script as part of an automated systems test or diagnostic.  
The test script may be executed via a voice command, as the G-5’s operating system 
offers voice recognition as well as and voice synthesis.  

New System Architecture

Soft decom began as a stop gap solution to new and demanding test requirements, 
then grew to a potential replacement of the dated OS-90 and now has coalesced to a 
plan that addressed most of the shortcomings of the TDC architecture.  Figure 5, the 
system core configuration represents the architecture horizon for the TDC.  The con-
solidation is as small as can be practically achieved.  Each integrated Decom Display 
can execute all of the functionality required by the system.  The resulting simplicity is 
striking, there are no Digital/Analog Converters and miles of associated cable.
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Figure 5  Core System Configuration

The system is also self scaling, as additional requirements are levied, additional iDD’s 
maybe be deployed.  Each iDD levies its own processor, unlike the OS-90 which at-
tempts to perform all of the test requirements.  The diagram in Figure 6 depicts a more 
realistic configuration.  All of the system CSS units are shown along with a system con-
troller and an Xserver that is used to Netboot all of the iDD’s and the system controller.  
Each iDD will be operated less an internal hard disks drive.  The iDD’s will simply boot 
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from the xserver and will be in an  unclassified state when powered off.  Only when an 
iDD is required to log will it be deployed with an external Firewire drive.

Integrate, Integrate and Integrate

As luck would have it, a Test Data Management System (TDMS) is being introduced to 
White Sands that will modernize the documentation system (currently paper based).  
The Soft Decom and Display requirements will be provided via this system, so it makes 
sense that the documentation generated by the user should be directly used by the Soft 
Decom, with minimal filtering.  Properly designed the telemetry requirements document 
generated by the customer will be all thats required to program the Soft Decom and as-
sociated Graphics Displays.  A TMATS filter and IRIG 106 Chap 10 filter may be imple-
mented in the TDMS or in the Soft Decom itself.  This seemingly elusive integration goal 
is attainable and more significantly, maintainable.
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Figure 6 - TDC Processor with 6 iDD’s and one controller
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Conclusion

The decision to undertake a project in house rather than to procure one of the existing 
software packages designed to perform similar tasks was made with much trepidation.  
The project “parses” out well and the algorithms that were developed in house for the 
OS-90 ran successfully after recompilation.  The improved integration introduces sev-
eral very significant pay offs.  There is definitely a need for standardized sub-system 
command syntax, so that a recorder might be replaced with one of a different manufac-
turer without needing to rewrite interfaces.  The traditional dedicated Decom, Strip Chart 
Recorder, Digital Disk Recorder and Graphics Display Computer will cease to exist as 
stand alone entities. As in the case of the Chart Recorder, integrating a minimal decom 
with an IRIG 106 Chapter 10 recorder makes much sense.  The data recorded would be 
frame aligned, hence computer ready.
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